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Introduction (1/2) 
Traditional Internet was designed under ideal security assumptions 

only trustworthy users

no propagation of  malicious elements 

Today the Internet faces lot of  threats

denial of  service attacks

worms, viruses, spams, etc.

Traditional security mechanisms to mitigate risks

antivirus and anti-spam softwares by Symantec, Kaspersky, etc.

firewalls 



Introduction (2/2)

Security strength of  Internet user dependent on the security strength of  
other users 

Security strength impacted by individual self-defense mechanisms

 anti-virus and anti-spam software

 firewalls

Important decision variables for users in making their investments

amount of  security investments of  other users in the network

knowledge of  underlying connectivity structure



Motivation  
 

 Optimal user investments drive optimal network security

 free riding leads to suboptimal network security [Walrand et.al, ’10]

 It is however not possible/feasible to obtain perfect information regarding 
security investments or topology 

 due to the large size of  the Internet

 interdependent and correlated risk structure

 Internet users are selfish and would not be inclined to share investment information 

Our Problem
How could users optimally invest in security investments in an uncertain network 

environment ??



Contributions
 Study security investment games under conditions of  

 uncertainty in topological information and user investment amounts

 positive externalities due to other user security investments

 Model optimal security investment problem as a Bayesian game of  
incomplete information 

 study existence and properties related to the Nash equilibria of  our game

study and compare optimal user strategies and their respective payoffs amongst 
various types of  users (based on user degrees)

study implications of  equilibria on free-riding behavior and cyber-insurance

compare equilibrium behavior with the same when more information is available



Network Model (1/4)

 Network Structure

 n network users forming a graph G = (V, E) 

      is edge weight and equals 1 if  utility of  user i is affected by security investment 
of  user j, 0 otherwise

                                    denotes all one-hop neighbors of  i   

                                                                       expression for k-hop neighbors                                                                

 degree of  a node i equals 

vij

Ni(v) = {j|vij = 1}

Nk
i (v) = Nk!1

i (v) ! (!j ! Nk!1
i (v)Nj(v))

di = |Ni(v)|



Network Model (2/4)
 User strategies and payoffs

 assume that strategy set is compact and in interval [0,1]

 utility function of  each user equals   

 utility function exhibits positive externalities 

  utility function exhibits strategic substitutes

   Intuition behind a strategic substitute

 decreases marginal utility of  user if  neighbors invest

  de-incentivizes user from investing in security                                                                                            
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Network Model (3/4)
 Specific Game types [Varian 2004)]

 Sum of  Investments game

                                                                                    

 f non-decreasing, c increasing,     degree of  positive externality 

 example application - P2P networks

 Best-Shot game ( a special case of  sum of  investments game) 

 user security strength depends on investments made by strongest neighbor

 example applications - censorship resistant networks, Internet backbone networks 
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Network Model (4/4)
 Information Structure 

 each user knows only his own degree     as perfect information

 Internet user degrees are correlated [Newman, ’02]

 user needs to account for neighbor degree information for making better 
investments

 user knows                          with ex-ante symmetrical beliefs and common priors

 family of  distributions based on own degree 

 conditional distribution concerning neighbor degrees vary with a user’s own 
degree - thus need to find correlation between different random variables of 
different dimension

use concept of  affiliation in statistics (positive and negative ) [Esary et.al, ‘67]
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Affiliation is used to track correlation patterns of groups of random variables with different dimensions



Game Definition (1/2)
 Symmetric Bayesian Game of  Incomplete Information 

 n users 

 type space - user knowledge on potential degrees of  neighboring players

 strategy set S - the set of  all possible investments 

  expected utility of  user                                                  

 Bayesian Nash equilibria is a strategy vector that maximizes the expected utility of 
each player in the network 

 Main goal of  our work

 study existence, uniqueness, and monotonicity of  Nash equilibria 

relate network structure and user utility to Nash equilibria 

 relate user strategies (security investments) to their degrees 

EUi(xi,
!"! , di) =
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Game Definition (2/2)
 Specific properties of  expected utility functions as applicable to our game 

 degree substitutability

 if high strategy is less attractive for a player of certain degree, it is true for all  other players of 
higher degree when strategy played by others is non-increasing

 Rule - when user utility functions exhibit strategic substitutes and C exhibits 
negative affiliation, degree substitutability arises [Jackson et.al, ’06]

 Sum of  investments and best-shot games exhibit degree substitutability 

 payoff  functions in these games exhibit strategic substitutes 

 Internet networks at user level are most likely to exhibit a negatively affiliated C [Yet to be proved]
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Internet networks at router level show negative affiliation - [Newman, ’02]



Results (1/4) 
 Lemma 1. There exists a symmetric equilibrium when utility functions exhibit strategic 
substitutes and user strategies are non-increasing

 Implications 

 investments monotonically decrease with degree for at least one NE

 lower user investments on being well connected - may lead to free riding

 cyber-insurance could incentivize such users to invest more

 pay more premiums or invest more [ under mandatory insurance] 

 for non-monotone equilibria (not possible in best-shot games [Jackson et.al ’06])

 might prove good for overall network security

 users may invest more with higher degrees - pays lesser premiums 



Results (2/4)
 So monotone decreasing equilibrium is a nice property to have to 
promote cyber-insurance markets !!!

 Lemma 2. Given a best-shot game and the fact that degrees of neighboring nodes are 
independent, strategic substitutes of user utility functions result in every symmetric 
equilibrium of  the Bayesian game being monotone decreasing 

 Implications 

 under degree independence (ex., as in Erdos-Renyi graphs) all equilibria 
monotone decreasing 

 great news for cyber-insurers, provided insurance made mandatory and market 
exists 

 Internet though does not follow ER structure



Results (3/4) 

 Lemma 3. Given a best-shot game , if C is negatively affiliated and user utility 
functions exhibit strategic substitutes, in every monotonically decreasing symmetric 
equilibrium, the expected utilities of  players are non-decreasing in degree

 Implications 

 provides relation between network degree and equilibrium payoffs

 players with more neighbors exert lesser efforts and earn higher payoffs  as 
compared to less connected peers

 implications related to cyber-insurance follows as per Lemmas 1 and 2



Results (4/4) 
 Equilibrium behavior under increasing information 

 for ease of  exposition assume stochastic independence of  user degrees

 Lemma 4. Given a best-shot game, if user utility functions exhibit strategic substitutes, 
and neighbor degrees are stochastically independent, Bayesian game has at least one 
symmetric equilibrium that is monotone decreasing

 Implications 

 even for a best-shot game all equilibria may not be monotone

 Lemma 1 implications follow in this case 

 computing equilibria is PPAD-complete [Daskalakis et.al. ’08] so for multiple 
equilibria clients may go for a contract which might overprice them, leading to 
market failure - true for all cases of  multiple equilibria in Results 1, 2



 Conclusion
 Proposed a security investment model for the Internet accounting for

 positive externality of  other investments

 uncertainty in network topology information

  Modeled problem as Bayesian game of  incomplete information

 Studied Nash equilibria, its existence, uniqueness, monotonicity, and 
implementability

 Showed that better connected network users might have freedom to invest 
less and gain more in payoff  compared to not-so-well connected nodes 

 Studied implications of equilibrium behavior on free riding and cyber-
insurance 

 Showed that increasing information may not be helpful in practice 


